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ABSTRACT 
 

Arabic transliteration is one to one reversible mapping of Arabic characters to Latin. 
Several transliteration approaches were created based on a certain criteria or Romaniza-
tion system like ISO. However, the efficiency and accuracy is questionable. This project 
aims to provide a transliteration system which is consistent, readable, and with a mini-
mum error rate in a form of a webpage. The purpose of it is to facilitate the use of Arabic 
language for non-Arab speakers. The developed page is a front-end page which is created 
with the use of the following languages: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. It transliterates 
Arabic words from Arabic characters to Latin and vice versa. The obtained accuracy is 
of a generally good level, and the ambiguity of use is relatively low.  
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 Chapter 1. Introduction 

Arabic Romanization is the conversion of the Arabic scripts to Latin scripts 

not for understanding but for reading the Arabic words using Latin letters. Arabic 

transliteration is the mapping of letters based on its graphemes or orthographic 

representation (a reversible letter mapping). It is one of the approaches and at-

tempts in Arabic Romanization. Another approach is Arabic transcription that fo-

cuses on representing the phonemes (sounds) of the letters. Three forms of tran-

scription are Phonetic (including allophones), phonemic (without allophones) and 

the popular transcription (mainly orthographical with some sounds) (Halpern, 

CJKI Arabic Romanization System CARS, n.d.) 

1.1 Problem Statement 

There are major differences between the Arabic scripts and Latin in terms of 

phonetics, word formation, grammatical complexity, etc...  This difference im-

poses constraints and makes it difficult to reach a desired outcome completely. 

There is a tradeoff between three factors, which are accuracy, readability and con-

sistency -with the standardized keyboard encodings- of a transliteration. An at-

tempt to improve accuracy might affect the consistency and complexity of the sys-

tem negatively. It is difficult for the user to deal with a huge variety of special 

characters so improving accuracy can affect readability negatively.  Reading a 

transliterated text is in itself a challenge as the written words in English letters are 

meaningless in English but meaningful in Arabic. The gap between readability 

and understandability is an issue but it is easier for an Arabic learner to use trans-

literated text as it solves the problem of the need of being familiar with Arabic let-

ters and signs. The transliteration of the text needs to be minimally misleading 

(Nizar Habash, 2007).  

1.2 Scope 

In order to improve accuracy and deal with the consistency issue two different 

algorithms would be used. One which is more consistent without the use of 

several special characters, the other would invlove the use of special characters to 
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represent letters that have no similar one exact latin letter representation. In this 

project the letters entered need to be diacritized in order to give accurate results. 

Computing the algorithms would help in giving quick response on large amount of 

texts.  

1.3 Outcomes/Objectives 

There are several maim aims for this project, of which one of them lies in 

learning to develop a website. Another aim is to gain a greater insight to the Ara-

bic letters, pronunciation and the formation of words. Developing a slightly im-

proved Arabic transliteration algorithm. In addition, to computing the algorithm 

designed in order to transliterate a several texts.  

1.4 Significance  

The website would help in facilitating the process of Arabic reading for 

an Arabic learner beginner. Computing the algorithm would save time for 

someone who needs to transliterate an entire passage.  

1.5 Limitations 

The implementation of Arabic transliteration is not flexible but is more 

standardized. It does not consider Arabic slang and various in pronuncia-

tions of different regions. It uses the textbook Arabic as a basis to look at 

the algorithms. The focus is limited to Romanizing vocalized texts. 

Unvocalised letters will not be be well transcribed to represent 

Prononciation.  

1.6 Methodology 

In order to develop a website PHP, HTML, etc… is used. Other pro-

grams like java and C++ can be used for the programming of the algo-

rithm. Previous work would lie as a base for applying improvements.  
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Chapter 2.  BACKGROUND OR REVIEW OF 
LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction 

The Arabic language consists of consonants like م س, diacritical marks (short 

vowels) like  ِ◌◌ُ◌َ and long vowels. Each letter has three different positions in a 

word it can be in an initial, medial or final position, a fourth format is the isolated. 

This is important to note, as position in some cases is in need of consideration. 

One of the letters that come as a standalone or combined with another letter is the 

Hamza (ء) that in some scenarios are dealt with as a diacritical mark (Nizar 

Habash, 2007). Diacritical marks come in combination with other letters and it de-

termines the pronunciation of the word in many cases. The change of the diacriti-

cal mark on a single word can sometimes cause an entire change of meaning. 

Since in the Latin system of letters there is no diacritical marks, the transliteration 

of diacritics comes as a distinctive letter or a combination of letters (For example: 

shada). Short vowels are the name given to the three basic diacritical marks to dis-

tinguish it from long vowels and as the name symbolizes the difference between 

both is in duration.  

2.2 Algorithmic Approaches  

2.2.1 Lexicon Approach  

Lexicon approach of transliteration takes the Arabic words and their variants 

and store them into a database of Arabic names (DAN). The size of the database is 

huge; it can reach to millions of names due to the presence of many variants for 

each single name. These databases calculate frequency of occurrence for each var-

iant from various sources. Frequency plays an important role in managing the da-

tabase and displaying the information. The benefit of the lexicon approach is the 

provision of a way to deal with the problem of orthographical variances. In the 

process of conversion from Latin to Arabic, different users might input a single 

word in varied forms of letter combination (ex. Muhammad, Mohamed, etc...) to 
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indicate a single Arabic word (ex. دمحم ) which makes dealing with variances cru-

cial. Another advantage is making it possible to vocalize unvocalised words using 

stored information. The use of statistical methods to determine frequency gives a 

higher possibility of getting an accurate match (Halpern, Lexicon-Driven 

Approach to the Recognition of Arabic Named Entities, n.d.).  

 

2.2.2 Letter based mapping 

Transliteration occurs by following a table that includes the Arabic letter on 

one side and the respective equivalent Latin letter on the other side. The rules of 

mapping in these tables are considered standards after their settlement. Some algo-

rithms developed are like Buckwalter and ISO transliterations. Buckwalter has the 

advantage of consistency with the keyboard encoding but its readability is not 

easy. Its letters are based on 7-bit ASCII letters and it can be represented in 

Unicode. ISO uses special characters or symbols to represent letters that does not 

have an equivalent representation in the standard keyboard. 

Representation of some consonants is not ambiguous with no disagreement be-

tween standards over their Romanization. Standards considered are five: DIN 

31635, ISO 233, ISO/R 233, UN, and ALA-LC EI.  Table 1 shows some consonants that 

are consistent and accurate in Romanization. The last two letters و ي are simply 

Romanized as standalone but in their combination with other diacritics or letters 

their representation varies accordingly (Pedersen, 2008).  

2.2.2.1 Consonants 

Arabic  Latin  

 b ب

 t ت

 d د

 r ر

 z ز

 s س

 f ف
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 q ق

 k ك

 l ل

 m م

 n ن

 h ه

 Table 1.  Consistent Letters  

 

Buck-

walter 

5 algo-

rithms 

Arabic  

H ḥ ح 

S ṣ ص 

D ḍ ض 

T ṭ ط 

Z ẓ ظ 

Table 2: Arabic letters with no Latin equivalency  

 

All five algorithms also agree upon other letters using special characters in 

their representation. Buckwalter algorithm represent these letters differently to 

avoid the use of symbols that doesnot follow the ASCII standards (Liberman, 

n.d.). They use upper case letter to make distinctions between these letters and 

other letters. Table 2. shows letters that are somewhat similar to other letters but 

with no equivalent representation in terms of pronunciation in the Romanized let-

ters(Pedersen, 2008). This is the reason why there is no enhancement of the use of 

special characters. A possible cause of agreement might be that using different 

special character/ symbol would cause no elimination of any ambiguity but will 

only add difficulty to users already used to reading certain characters in a certain 

way.  
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Arabic letter  5 algorithms representation  Buckwalter 

2 letter repre-

sentation  

Symbols/ single 

letter 

 th, th ṯ v ث

 dj j j ج

 Kh, kh ẖ, ḫ x خ

 * dh, dh ḏ ذ

 $ sh š ش

 gh,gh ġ, ḡ g غ

Table 3. Consonants represented by two letters 

 

A combination of more than one letter helps to represent some letters with no 

single letter equivalence, but with multiple letter equivalence. Converting a letter 

into two letters have an ambiguity related to it. Each letter of the two letters do 

represent other two letters of the Arabic script. For instance, the letter dh is for ذ 

but itis also for د and ه, so in case a word contained dal with a Sukunfollowed by 

haa’ the representation would also be dh. This creates the complexity of distin-

guishing between the representations of a ذ or د and ه(Isaksson, n.d.).  The pronun-

ciation of “th” can occur in two forms the “th” as in three and “th” as in the. The 

first form represents ث while the latter represents ذ. Issue 1 

 

Arabic Latin  Buckwalter 

 &>< { ' ’ ء ئ أ إ ؤ

 

 E ‘ ع

 ẗ  p ,(a, at) ,(h,t) ,(h,t) ة

Table 4 

2.2.2.2 Vowels 

 

No. Diacritical mark Latin representation  
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1  َ◌ a 

2  ِ◌ i 

3  ُ◌ u 

ا  ًى  ً◌ً  4  an, á, an , an 

5  ٌ◌ un, ú, un , un 

6  ٍ◌ in, í, in , in 

7  ْ◌ No change  

8  ّ◌ Double consonant + short 

vowel 

Table 5: diacritical mark representations 

 

In regards to the above table tanween ٍ◌◌ً◌ٌare a combination of the 

three basic short vowel and a Nun (N) with no vowel. Ignoring a sukun 

(absence of vowel) over consonants is a result of it having no specific 

sound. This lack causes some issues like the ones discussed in table 3. A 

shada is a combination of two a sukun and a short vowel.  

 

 

 Arabic Latin 

 ā, ’a آ ا ى alif -ا

 w و

 ū, uw ُ◌و

 aw, au َ◌و

  ,uww, ūw ُ◌وّ 

 y ي

 ī, iy ِ◌ي
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 iyy, īy ِ◌يّ 

 ay, ai َ◌ي

Table 6: long vowels 

 

In case the waw or a ya has a short vowel on top of it ( َو ِو ُو) and ( َِي ي

 respectively, then w and y are used. Other cases are when both letter(يُ 

have a sukun (no vowel) on top them with a vowel before or after it that af-

fect its pronunciation.  

 

2.3 Ambiguity of Transliterating 

The Arabic script contains alphabets (listed in table 2) with no 

equivalent Latin alphabet or pronunciation. Accuracy of reading is depend-

ent on user’s prior knowledge, or knowledge gained through a medium. 

The absence of diacritical marks will make a transliteration faulty ending 

up with a combination of consonants that can serve to represent tons of 

words in Arabic with no clue which exact word is the one to represent. 

Transliterating fully vocalized scripts is also ambiguous due to the pres-

ence of a lot variances and possibilities to represent a word. Morphologi-

cally one word might have thousands of formats by the addition/removal 

of suffixes, prefixes, etc… Orthographically there exists a variety of per-

mutations of consonant-vowel (Halpern, The Challenges and Pitfalls of 

Arabic Romanization and Arabization, n.d.).  

 

Several cases exist that are in need of consideration. Among these cases 

are:  

•  Differentiating case vowels from consonants or long vowels at 

the end of the word like ا◌ً in قلًما, Qalaman and ن◌َ in َمنman.  

ISO proposed a solution to that by making case vowels as expo-

nents. Ex. Qalaman  

 

• Another argument is whether will the reader continually reading 

sentences without pausing or the reading will be a word by word. 
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Representing letters based on contextual transcription will not 

consider the omission of case vowels, conversion of taa’ marbu-

taintoahaa’, reading hamzatul-wasl as hamazat-qat’ when start-

ing and conversion of ً into a vowel that occurs when pausing 

(Isaksson, n.d.). 

 

• Differentiation between sun consonants and moon consonants 

(when the “l” of an al is silent and when it is not). The lam “l’ in 

a sun consonant is converted to the consonant after it (ex: as-

shams الَشمس).  

 

• Neutralizing long vowels at a final position. Neutralization 

would mean representing a long vowel as a short vowel not fol-

lowing the written script. Neutralization is avoided if special 

characters are used. Vowels at intitial positions are not dealt with 

as a vowel but a starting letter.  

 

• Compound words like عبدهللاrepresentation, as if it is literally rep-

resented it would be written as Abdallah instead of Abdullah. 

The confusion in this case is how to deal the two vowels, the one 

at the end of abd which is u and the one at the beginning of Allah 

(swt) which is a. 

 

• Existence of non-written but pronounced long vowels in the mid-

dle of some words like  ھذا is pronounced as  Hādha not hadha 

 

 

• Determining the occasion in which hyphens are needed between 

letters like after al-.  
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2.4 Related Work 

A variety of websites transliterates Arabic texts into Latin text. 

Each website is unique in its interface and techniques it uses to translit-

erate texts. A website is evaluated in accordance variable aspects:  

• Appropriateness of the design to facilitate user interaction 

• Accuracy and readability of the transliterated texts 

• Presence of a user guide/tutorial/help button 

 

This website (http://mylanguages.org/arabic_romanization.php) 

transliterates based on letter mapping. A part of the website is translitera-

tion; the other parts are for teaching basic Arabic. The page is interactive 

but the transliterations accuracy is questionable.  

 

 

  The page (http://www.stevemorse.org/arabic/ara2eng.html) in-

clude an Arabic keyboard showing the Arabic letters and their English pro-

nunciation.  The design of the page is simple but not much appealing. 

There is no clear output box to the input; the display of output is at the bot-

tom with all variants of possibilities. Processing occurs for only small por-

tions of text.  

 

Eiktub (http://eiktub.com/) is another website that is interactive 

with a good and simple design. It has a guide of its transliteration tech-

nique that is well presentable. It also contains a tutorial that would support 

a new learner. It gives the output of the transliterated text one of three al-

gorithms: exact match, fuzzy or multiple-match this in accordance to 

what’s mentioned in the API. One can interpret that the page is attached to 

a database that includes Arabic words with their Latin equivalence to be 

able to provide multiple possible matches. However, by practically trans-

literating a text, it provided exact match with no variances unless the user 

uses the box in the API tab. The good points of the website are in clarity of 

design, existence of a guide, tutorial and an API (including the translitera-

tion features and modes).  Other point that needs improvement is the main 

http://eiktub.com/
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mapping algorithm, minimizing the number of tabs and functions to re-

main specific and clear, existence of one box for both input and output.  

 

Globse (https://glosbe.com/transliteration/Arabic-Latin) is Romani-

zation website for various languages. It is simple in design and clear. The 

transliteration technique appears to be an exact mapping.  

2.5 Unicode  

Unicode is an encoding standard that assigns numerical values for represent-

ing characters on a computer system. It represents characters of many scripts by 

assigning unique value for each character. The number of bits used by Unicode is 8 

in UTF-8, 16 in UTF-16. UTF-8 is compatible with ASCII representing ASCII char-

acter with one-byte code. It is a variable-length encoding, coding the more fre-

quently used characters with a shorter length encoding in compared to less frequent 

characters. In addition, Non-ASCII characters are encoded in a multi-byte which is 

distinguished from the single byte representation by use of leading byte.  It is sup-

ported by the web as an encoding standard. In html, UTF-8 can be added as a Meta 

data. In windows or Microsoft input of UTF-8 characters can be done by entering 

the code and clicking on alt + x(UTF- 8, 2016).  

2.6 Web development techniques and languages  

Webpage development includes different aspects that comes together to 

deliver the desired website features. HTML, CSS and JavaScript are the 

three basic languages that are used together to create a website. PHP is a 

scripting language from the server side. It has the ability to connect a data-

base to webpage.  

 

https://glosbe.com/transliteration/Arabic-Latin
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HTML 

HTML stands for Hypertext markup language. Tim Berner lee es-

tablished the HTML based on SGML to allow users to exchange docu-

ments and texts from different locations in the early 1990s. SGML is a 

markup language invented for document exchange, and html facilitated the 

process of exchange by adding the hyperlink feature that enables move-

ment from one page to another easily. HTML focuses on the creation of 

text or page content and formatting it using a set of instructions. The de-

velopment of the structure or the page content is the focus. Standardizing 

HTML happened through an organization called W3C. The html, head and 

body are the basic tags.  (Darrell, 2011).  

CSS 

CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) main use is in styling the content of 

the pages structured by the HTML. Through it, the programmer creates 

and modifies the graphical appearance of a webpage using a markup lan-

guage.  The formation of it was due to the high demand for enhanced de-

sign of information representation. In 1994 the first draft of a style sheet 

was proposed by Hakun Lie. In 1996 microsoft internet explorer was the 

first to include CSS.In CSS 1 basic design features like color, table, image, 

etc.. was included in that year. In1998 CSS 2 had additional features added 

to it like bidirectional text. CSS 3 had 4 modules to classify its functionaliy 

in 2011  (victorv, 2016).    

JavaScript 

In 1995, Brendan Eich created JavaScript, originally named mocha 

in 10 days. JavaScript is an object-oriented language used for scripting 

webpages.  It is dynamic, prototype based language, which uses similar 

syntax to java and C++. In addition, JavaScript includes both a client side 

to support user interaction and a server side to support its interaction with 

the server. JavaScript shifted between organizations from Netscape to 

ECMA. Its use helps in avoiding frequent full page reloads, loading data in 

the background (About JavaScript, 2015). 
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PHP 

PHP supports and creates dynamic webpages using embedded HTML lan-

guage. Rasmus Lerdorf developed PHP that firstly stood for “personal homepage” 

currently stands for "hypertext preprocessing" due to evolving and updating its 

functionality the symbolic representation changes. PHP added the feature of inter-

activity with database in which the purpose of its development was to get record 

of a resume views. In 1996 PHP changed from being a tool to being a language by 

itself that supports multiple databases like SQL. PHP 3 was established in 1998 as 

an extension of PHP/FI 2, then after two years the next version PHP 4 improved 

security and supported multiple servers(History of PHP, n.d.).  PHP 5 main addi-

tion was the object-oriented programming support in 2004. Further version release 

took much time than previous versions due to the difficulty of adding Unicode, it 

was then added in version 5.4 in 2010(PHP - Taking the world by storm, n.d.).   
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Chapter 3.  ANALYSIS AND DESIGN  

3.1 Algorithmic Analysis 

The above description provides different means used in transliterating a 

text. All transliterations have their own valid view in resolving an issue.  The used 

transliteration system is similar to the IJMES and the EI transliteration systems. 

Non-ASCII characters are limited to long vowels and characters in yellow in the 

table below. Issue in regards 2-letter representation is resolved by underlining the 

letters to note that they are one entity not representing two separate letters (an al-

ready used method by EL).  The ending case vowels will be represented as expo-

nents. Newly proposed mean is to represent the  ة  by a h/t to tell the reader to re-

place the h by a when contextually reading.  

 

  Arabic  Latin  
 b ب
 t ت
 d د
 r ر
 z ز
 s س
 f ف
 q ق
 k ك
 l ل
 m م
 n ن
 h ه
 j ج
 ḥ ح
 ṣ ص
 ḍ ض
 ṭ ط
 ẓ ظ
 th ث
 kh خ
 dh ذ
 sh ش
 gh غ
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Hamza, Ain and taa’ marbuta 

 ء

’ 
 ئ
 أ
 إ
 ؤ
 ‘ ع
 t(h) ة
 َ◌ a 
 ِ◌ i 
 ُ◌ u 

 ً◌  ًا  ًى
 an except 
onء  o r ة =  
an 

 ٌ◌ un  
 ٍ◌ in  
 ْ◌ No change  

 ّ◌ 
Double con-
sonant + 
short vowel 

 ā آ ا ى
 w و
 ū ُ◌و
 aw َ◌و
 uww ُ◌وّ 
 y ي
 ī ِ◌ي
 iyy ِ◌يّ 
 ay َ◌ي
 َّ� Āllāh 
 Āllāh هللا
 ūlā’ik’ أُولَئِك
 dhālik ذَِلك
 ’ha’ulā َھُؤَالء
 hādhih َھِذه
 hādhā َھذَا
 lākin لَِكن
 ilāh’  إِلَھ
حَمن  Ar-rahmān الرَّ
، , 
 ? ؟
 ; ؛

 

 Table 7: Letter mapping algorithms 
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Letters in table7 are categorized in accordance to their equivalent Latin 

representation. Each category contains a set of characters with similar ways of 

representation.  
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3.2 Diagrams 

3.2.1 Use case diagram 
 

Figure 1: User interaction with the system 
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3.2.2 Sequence Diagram for Sound 

  
Figure 2: displaying letter sound 

 

A set of downloaded audio files are attached to text boxes and the files can 

be displayed to the user as sounds. The sound display is initiated by a user click 

on a certain text box.  
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3.2.3 Flow Charts  

 
Figure 3: Using table mapping  

The user would enter his input text in a box; the text consists of number of 

words separated by spaces and a number of characters. In mapping some charac-
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ters other characters close to the char to be mapped are considered. In other sce-

narios mapping cannot be done specifically unless after the entire word is written. 

Consideration of other characters requires a temporary memory storage (ar-

ray/string/ in a file) of the input before processing. Then moving through the text 

would be using pointers or indexes.  
 

 
Figure 4: Sun consonants (case 1) 

Sun consonant are the “l” that are not read as an l but as the consonant af-

ter it ex. As-shams. A hyphen is added between the two consonants for the reader 

to pause. The letters are identified using letter position in the word (indexes). The 

position of an “al” is at the beginning of the word to determine it as a sun conso-

nant or a moon consonant. Initial positioned letters are preceded by a space.  
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Figure 5: case vowels (case 2)  

The user would be given the option to choose whether he would like to 

make the case vowels appear or he would like to keep them hidden, if he wants to 

read each word as a separate entity.  Ticking a box would either hide them or keep 

them. Another option rather than making them as exponents are to make them as 

bold letters.  
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Figure 6: Pronounced but not written ā in some words (case 3) 

Some limited number of words have letters which is not written but is re-

quired for pronunciation like the ā in the following words  ھؤالء  -ھذان  -ھذه  -ھذا- 

أولئك –ذلكم  -كذلك  -ذلك  . The above 2 diagrams shows different ways to solve the 

problem, the first way is less efficient than the second due to the fact that the posi-

tion of ā is changeable and not fixed after the first letter.  

 

3.2.4 Draft prototype 

 
Figure 7: Outline  
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3.3 Idea breakdown 

In the following part of the design, the idea is broken down to sub problems that is 

each required for the implementation.  

Text alignment and font 

• Arabic text is usually given right alignment while English text is given left 

alignment.  

• Suitable font style and size to be comfortable to the eye 

Restrictions 

• Typing restriction of using diacritical marks to gain results that are more 

accurate. The following restriction can be dealt with by providing the user 

an alert message if more than 5-10 characters inserted with no diacritical 

marks. These characters should be letters of the Arabic language excluding 

spaces.  

Indication of the beginning and the end of a single word (first and last letter) 

• This following indication is needed for some parts of the transliteration 

like sun consonants and case endings. The first letter could be indicated by 

the space that exists before the letter or if it is the first letter of the first 

word.  

• The last letter or character could be known by the space or the punctuation 

mark present after the character. The punctuation mark list includes {pe-

riod, question mark, exclamation point, comma, semicolon, colon, dash, 

hyphen, parentheses, brackets, braces, apostrophe, and quotation marks}. 

Determining on what the Hamza lies- like is it on an alif or waw or on the line-

when a user inserts a Hamza using ’. To do so the Hamza is subdivided into 

groups according on its position if it is at the beginning middle or end of the word 

• For the hamza that lies at the end of the word: the hamza is written in ac-

cordance to what it is preceded by like if it is preceded by a i u it is written 

on an either an alif  yaa’ waw or  if it is preceded by long a i u or wwu it is 

written on the line. 

• If it lies in between the word it would depend on the stronger vowel 

• If it is at the beginning it would depend on the vowel that exists after it.  
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• In addition, differentiation between some letters that the user input and 

could have more than one representation like -sh from she or sh that are lit-

erally pronounced as s and h- is important. Differentiation can only occur 

if the input is different so like having sh and s-h. Another case that would 

require similar consideration is the taa’ marbuta that could be pronounced 

as both taa’ and haa’. In the array the h/t would be used for the taa’ mar-

buta.   

 

Chapter 4.    IMPLEMENTATION  

The implementation is divided into three, the content structure using html, 

the style of the content using css and event handling or the main transliteration is 

carried out using JavaScript. In JavaScript, Regular expression (regex) is utilized 

to match, search and replace one or more character. Regex has many benefits and 

is flexible to a certain degree, it does a global match and case insensitive search 

using the g and i flags. Having regex develop the search on the string it eliminates 

the need to have a loop to loop over the users input characters and try to match 

them. In the first stage of implementation .replace was repeated several times in 

the code for each character, with some modifications an array could be used. 

 

In Implementation, it was seen as necessary to break the one to one re-

versible identity of transliteration. Like for example all hamzas(ئ,ء,ؤ,أ,إ) are repre-

sented as one (‘) when inserted from Arabic to English but for vice versa addi-

tional rules are required. Some words with silent letters needs to be added to add 

its silent letter from Arabic to English doing vice versa is possible to delete the si-

lent letter but not necessary. There are slight differences that could be avoided if 

wanted but do exist between both. Other differences could not be avoided as 

sukun in Arabic with no representation in English; a no representation cannot be 

transliterated as anything. This would require different sets of arrays for each to 

manage the differences.  
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4.1 Main algorithm 

The main area of the implementation is taking the users input and provide 

the intended output back to the user. The value of text the user inserts is assigned 

to a variable. The different possible characters or combination of characters that 

the user might insert is listed in an array and the intended output or replacement of 

the other language characters’ is listed in another array. The value of the variable 

or the inserted text is then being tested to see if there is a possible match between 

it and a value of the first array. A method to apply that is using .test or .match, in 

this project .match() was used. If a match exists, then a replacement of the varia-

bles value occurs, replacing the value of the first array with value from the second 

array that has the same index. This means, in case of any modification on the ar-

rays order must be highly considered in each array of which character comes be-

fore which. After the values are replaced of the variable, it is assigned to the out-

put screen. The following code was used:  

a = document.transcription.text1.value; 

a.match(new RegExp(acons[i], "g")) 

a = a.replace(new RegExp(acons[i], "g"), econs[i]); 

 

In the array, the added expressions with longer length or more characters 

comes first then it ended with shorter expressions as a sequence.  

 

4.2 Buttons  

There are 2 buttons one to transliterate from Arabic to English and the 

other from English to Arabic. The button is inserted but after a single click it turns 

to be inactive to keep it active as long as the other button is not pressed the below 

code is used. It is required to keep a button active as long as the other button is in-

active as each button has a connection to one function that carries the .replace for 

transliteration. The following two javascript lines set the current active button to 

inactive in case of a click event and it sets the clicked button as active (How TO - 

Add Active Class to Current Element, n.d.). 

 

    current[0].className = current[0].className.replace(" active", ""); 
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    this.className += " active"; 

  

When one button is clicked then some functionalities related to the button 

is carried out. The Arabic to English button when clicked, transliteration occurs 

from Arabic to English not vice versa. In addition the direction of text for the sup-

posedly Arabic input is from right to left and the direction for the other text is 

from left to right. This is achieved by a function that checks if the button is active 

and decide on which functionalities to carry out accordingly.  
 

4.3 Linking function to button 

When a user inputs text an output is directly given using the onkeyup 

event, which carries out the transliteration on the input field each time the user 

finishes from pressing a key on the keyboard. 

textarea name="text1" rows="10" value="" onkeyup="y()" class="txt"> 

 

CSS styling and HTML in JavaScript  

In order to make a two letter representation for some letters like “th” that 

represents ث underlined, and ht that represents ة with the t as a superscript the use 

of html and css were required in the script. In addition, to have HTML rendered 

not just taken as text .innerHTML is used instead of TextContent or InnerText. 

The output was obtained in an output text area but it was modified to use  a div tag 

as for html to be rendered inside a certain html element a div or paragraph are 

needed, but in a textarea any added html would not be rendered. The following 

code for underlining text is an example: "<span style='text-decoration: under-

line;'>"+tce[i]+"</span>".  

 

Using innerHTML it does not consider new line or extra spaces input from 

the user. This could be modified applying a br tag each time a new line is clicked 

and replacing a space with another space using the .replace method.  

 

Beginning and end of string for some cases 
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Sun consonant letters usually come at the beginning of the words, to check 

if they come, as first letters of the word before transliterating them is not advised. 

The reason for that is in some cases these letters are preceded by another letter that 

belongs to a group of letters named in Arabic (huruuf aljar). In that case, the sun 

consonant letters would no longer be at the beginning of the word. Case endings 

on the other hand are removed by default and kept if the user wants to keep them 

by checking a box. For checking whether the case ending is at the end of the word 

a, it is tested by checking if it is the end of the text, or either a space or one of the 

punctuation marks lies after it. In regex the Meta character \s indicates a space and 

$ indicates end of string. To check if the checkbox is unchecked and omit case 

vowels the following is used:  

if (document.getElementById("ch").checked == false) 

 

4.4 Input and output fields 

The text area or the field for user input does not auto expand by default; its 

size could be given a certain value by determining its height and width using css. 

The auto expansion is required when the amount of text exceeds the size of the 

text area, and to see the entire text scrolling would be required if It does not ex-

pand. As the user inputs text the height is added to the scrolling height resulting in 

a new height using the following function. 

'height:' + rr.scrollHeight + 'px';  

  For the output field or div to have to make it responsive, a min-height is 

instead of height and the width is assigned to be 40%. 

 

Text that has no equivalent value is taken as is to the output screen without 

changing it to another value. If the user for instance inserts characters like v or p 

he will see these characters among his output, as these characters were not in-

cluded in the array. A possible alternative is when these characters are inserted 

empty output could be given to totally not consider these characters but this might 

make the user not realize that he should refrain from using these characters. 

 

Code is available in appendix.   
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Chapter 5.  RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

5.1 From Arabic to English 

The screen takes Arabic text and transliterates it to English text when the Arabic 

to English button is selected. However, when the English to Arabic is selected the 

other box copies from Arabic to Arabic without carrying the transliteration func-

tion.  

 

The mapping of the following transliterate the input text and the case vowels at 

the end of the words are omitted by default. 

 
 

5.2 Adding case endings  

When the checkbox is checked case vowels appear when not checked it is omitted. 
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5.1 For some words with silent a vowel 

Some words have the long vowel of a in pronunciation only without being written 

in the word in traditional Arabic. However, in Qur’anic text it exists in a written 

form as what is called in Arabic alif saghirah. These words are added to have the 

pronounced value transliterated.  The following is an example:  

 
 

5.1 For al alshamsya and alqamariya 

Making the l in al silent for al alshamsyah has been successful by elimination of the 

l and replacing it with the character before it. While for al alqamaryah normal trans-

literation is carried.  
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5.2 From English to Arabic 

The screen takes English text and transliterates it to Arabic text when the English 

to Arabic button is selected. However, when the Arabic to English is selected the 

other box copies from English to English without carrying out the transliteration 

function.  

The mapping of the following transliterate the input text and would include case 

vowel if the user includes it. 
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Chapter 6.  CONCLUSION 

 

 

In conclusion, the algorithm develops the intended requirements of Arabic 

transliteration. It does direct mapping of direct letter, dot under letter, ain, and 

other letter with a good accuracy level. It does not include all type of Arabic char-

acters that exists in the Qur’anic text like waw saghira and ya’ saghira it only in-

cludes character for traditional Arabic letters. In addition, words ending for 

quranic text could be the end of ayah star or the sajda etc.  Adition of tanween 

when writing English to Arabic by ‘/an’ or the ‘h/t’ for ta’ marbuta increases accu-

racy but at the same time it increases ambiguity. The code was further improved 

by using a loop and the match method from regex instead of repeating .replace al-

gorithm many times. This is to facilitate any further edit or development on the 

code.  

6.1 Future Work 

For further development, an addition of a landing or start page is advisa-

ble. Allowing the user to upload his text from a text file or a pdf not only typing. 

In addition, Natural language processing and data analysis could be developed to 

give predictions to the user and even identify the type of user using the system, 

but this topic would have a different aim than this paper of maintaining con-

sistency and ease of use. 
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APPENDICES 
 

Appendix A. CODE 

 

CSS 
body{ 
 background-color:#f4f4f4; 
 color:#555; 
 font-family:Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
 font-size:16px; 
 line-height:1.6em; 
 margin:0; 
} 
.container{ 
 width:80%; 
 margin:auto; 
 /*overflow:hidden;*/ 
} 
textarea{ 
 box-sizing: padding-box; 
   resize: none; 
 width: 40%; 
 height: 30%; 
 border: 3px solid #cccccc; 
 padding: 5px; 
 font-family: Tahoma, sans-serif; 
  
} 
#text22{ 
background-color: #fdfdfd; 
} 
#main-header{ 
 
 padding: 10px; 
 background-color:#18CDDF; 
 color:#fff; 
 
} 
#main-header h1{ 
 font-size: 26px; 
 display: inline; 
 font-family: Cooper Black, sans-serif; 
 padding: 5px 0; 
 
} 
/*#mylogo{ 
 display: inline; 
 height:40px; 
 position: ; 
}*/ 
#sp{ 
 color:black; 
} 
#main-footer{ 
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  position: absolute; 
  right: 0; 
  bottom: 0; 
  left: 0; 
  padding: 0px; 
  background-color: #efefef; 
 
} 
#main-footer p{float: right;} 
.txt{font-size: 18px; 
} 
.btn { 
 
    border: none; 
    outline: none; 
    padding: 10px 16px; 
    margin: 20px 0 0 0; 
    background-color: #f1f1f1; 
    cursor: pointer; 
    font-size: 18px; 
} 
 
.active, .btn:hover { 
    background-color: #666; 
    color: white; 
} 

HTML and javascript 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
  <title>Arabic Transliteration</title> 
  <meta charset="utf-8"> 
  <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css" media="screen" /> 
  <script src="https://ajax.aspnetcdn.com/ajax/jQuery/jquery-3.3.1.min.js"></script> 
</head> 
<body> 
  <header id="main-header"> 
    <div class="container"> 
      <h1>Arabic<span id='sp'>Transliteration</span></h1> 
    </div> 
  </header> 
  <div class="container"> 
  <div id="d"> 
    <button class="btn active" id="arab">Arabic to English</button> 
    <button class="btn" id="eng">English to Arabic</button> 
    </div> 
   
  <form name="transcription"> 
    <textarea name="text1" rows="10" value="" onkeyup="y()" class="txt"></textarea> 
    <div id="t2" name="text2"  class="txt"></div> 
    <br> 
    <label><input type="checkbox" id="ch">Add case endings</label><br> 
       
  </form> 
    </div> 
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    <script language=Javascript>  
<!-- 
//active button function 
var header = document.getElementById("d"); 
var btns = header.getElementsByClassName("btn"); 
for (var i = 0; i < btns.length; i++) { 
  btns[i].addEventListener("click", function() { 
    var current = document.getElementsByClassName("active"); 
    current[0].className = current[0].className.replace(" active", ""); 
    this.className += " active"; 
  }); 
} 
//y for from textarea k is for to par 
var a;  
var par = document.getElementById("t2"); 
 
var acons=[ 
 
' حَمن', ' إِلَھ',  'لَِكن','َھذَا',  'َھِذه', 'َھُؤَالء',  'ذَِلك', 'أُولَئِك', 'هللا','�َّ ','�َّ  ِ�َ ','�','الرَّ  ', 
 
 
 
' اللّ ', 'النّ ', 'الظّ ', 'الطّ ', 'الضّ ' ', الصّ ',  'السّ ' ,'الزّ ',  'الرّ ',  'الدّ ',  'التّ  ', 
 
' هّ ','نّ ','مّ ','لّ ','كّ ','قّ ','فّ ','سّ ','زّ ','رّ ','دّ ','جّ ','تّ ','بّ ','حّ ','ظّ ','طّ ','ضّ ','صّ ','عّ ','وّ ','يّ  ', 
 
'َ ','َآ','َ ى','َا ى','ى','ِىٰ ','ٰ','آ','ى','َٰ ', 
  'ِ و','ي','و','ُي', 'ِوَ ', 'ُيَ ', 'ِوِ ','ُيُ  ', 
 
' َ◌','ِ','ُ','\u0652',' ا','ً','ٍ','ٌ','ا','ًاْ  ', 
 
' ع','إ','أ','ؤ','ئ','ء ','\u0628',' ح','ظ','ط','ض','ص','ه','ن','م','ل','ك','ق','ف','س','ز','ر','د','ج','ت ','\u061F 
','\u060C','؛','\u0640', 
'۰', '۱', '۲', '۳', '٦' ,'٥' ,'٤', '۷', '۸', '۹' 
]; 
 
var econs=[ 
'Āllāh','Āllāh','Āllāh','’ūlā’ik','dhālik','ha’ulā’','hādhih','hādhā','lākin','’ilāh','Ar-rahmān','lilāh','lilāh', 
 
 
'āt-t','ād-d','ār-r','āz-z','ās-s','āṣ-ṣ','āḍ-ḍ','āṭ-ṭ','āẓ-ẓ',' ān-n','āl-l', 
 
'yy','ww','‘‘','ṣṣ', 'ḍḍ', 'ṭṭ','ẓẓ','ḥḥ','bb' ,'tt','jj','dd','rr','zz','ss','ff','qq','kk','ll','mm' ,'nn','hh', 
 
'ā','ā','ā','ā','ā','ā','ā','ā','ī','ā', 
'iyu','uwi','iya','uwa','ī','ū','y','w', 
'a','i','u','','','an','an','in','un','ā', 
 
"’","’","’","’","’",'‘','b','t','j','d','r','z','s','f','q','k','l','m','n','h','ṣ','ḍ','ṭ','ẓ','ḥ', 
 '?',',' , ';' ,'', 
'0','1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9']; 
 
var twochar=[' غ','ش','ذ','خ','ث','غّ ','شّ ','ذّ ','خّ ','ثّ ','الشّ ','الذّ ','الثّ  ']; 
var tce=['āth-th','ādh-dh','āsh-sh','thth', 'khkh','dhdh','shsh' ,'ghgh','th','kh','dh','sh','gh']; 
 
var acase=[/َ$|َ\s/,/َ\u002E/,/َ!/,/َ؛/,/َ\u060C/,/َ:/,/َ"/,/َ؟/, 
/ِ$|ِ\s/,/ِ\u002E/,/ِ!/,/ِ؛/,/ِ\u060C/,/ِ:/,/ِ"/,/ِ؟/,/ُ$|ُ\s/,/ُ\u002E/,/ُ!/,/ُ؛/,/ُ\u060C/,/ُ:/,/ُ"/,/ُ ا,'ً/؟ ','ً','ٍ','ٌ','ْ']; 
var ecase=[ 
' ','\u002E','!',';',',',':','"','?', 
' ','\u002E','!',';',',',':','"','?', 
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' ','\u002E','!',';',',',':','"','?', 
' ','','','','']; 
//var acase=['َ','ِ','ُ','ً','ٍ','ٌ','ْ']; 
//var ecase=['a','i','u','an','in','un','']; 
 
function trans () { 
 
a = document.transcription.text1.value; 
  
  a = a.replace(/\n/g, "<br>");  
  if (a.match(new RegExp("ة", "g"))) { 
     a = a.replace(/ة/g,'<span>h<sup>t</sup></span>'); 
  } 
  if (document.getElementById("ch").checked == false) { 
    for (var i = 0; i < acase.length; i++) { 
 
      if (a.match(new RegExp(acase[i] ,"g"))) { a = a.replace(new RegExp(acase[i], "g"), ecase[i]); 
      } 
    } 
  } 
  for (var i = 0; i < twochar.length; i++) { 
    if (a.match(new RegExp(twochar[i], "g"))) 
    { 
      a = a.replace(new RegExp(twochar[i], "g"),"<span style='text-decoration: under-
line;'>"+tce[i]+"</span>"); 
    } 
  } 
  for (var i = 0; i < acons.length; i++) { 
    if (a.match(new RegExp(acons[i], "g"))) { a = a.replace(new RegExp(acons[i], "g"), econs[i]); 
    }   
  } 
   
par.innerHTML =a; 
} 
//for eng to arab 
var eco=[ 
'Āllāh','Āllāh','’ūlā’ik','dhālik','ha’ulā’','hādhih','hādhā','lākin','’ilāh','Ar-rahmān','lilāh','lilāh', 
 
'āt-t','ād-d','ār-r','āz-z','ās-s','āṣ-ṣ','āḍ-ḍ','āṭ-ṭ','āẓ-ẓ',' ān-n','āl-l', 
 
'yy','ww','‘‘','ṣṣ', 'ḍḍ', 'ṭṭ','ẓẓ','ḥḥ','bb' ,'tt','jj','dd','rr','zz','ss','ff','qq','kk','ll','mm' ,'nn','hh', 
 
'h/t','t-h','k-h','d-h','s-h', 
 
//hamza at the begining of word 
/^’a|\s’a/,/^’i|\s’i/, 
// at end of word 
/a’u$|a’u\s/,/a’u\u002E/,/a’u!/,/a’u;/,/a’u,/,/a’u:/,/a’u"/,/a’u\?/, 
/u’i$|u’i\s/,/u’i\u002E/,/u’i!/,/u’i;/,/u’i,/,/u’i:/,/u’i"/,/u’i\?/,//little problematic 
/ā’$|ā’\s/,/ā’\u002E/,/ā’!/,/ā’;/,/ā’,/,/ā’:/,/ā’"/,/ā’\?/, 
/ū’$|ū’\s/,/ū’\u002E/,/ū’!/,/ū’;/,/ū’,/,/ū’:/,/ū’"/,/ū’\?/, 
/ī’$|ī’\s/,/ī’\u002E/,/ī’!/,/ī’;/,/ī’,/,/ī’:/,/ī’"/,/ī’\?/, 
/wwu’$|wwu’\s/,/wwu’\u002E/,/wwu’!/,/wwu’;/,/wwu’,/,/wwu’:/,/wwu’"/,/wwu’\?/,     
//hamza mutawaseta 
"i’","’i","a’u","u’a","’u","u’","a’","’a","’", 
'ā','-ā','ī','ū','y','w', 
'a','i','u', 
 
'‘','b','t','j','d','r','z','s','f','q','k','l','m','n','h','ṣ','ḍ','ṭ','ẓ','ḥ', 
 '\\?','\,' , '\;' , 
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'0','1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9']; 
var aco=[' حَمن', ' إَِلھ',  'لَِكن','َھَذا',  'َھِذه', 'َھُؤَالء',  'ذَِلك', 'أُوَلئِك', 'هللا','�َّ  ِ�َ ','�','الرَّ  ', 
' اللّ ', 'النّ ', 'الظّ ', 'الطّ ', 'الضّ ',  'الصّ ',  'السّ ' ,'الزّ ',  'الرّ ',  'الدّ ',  'التّ  ', 
 
' هّ ','نّ ','مّ ','لّ ','كّ ','قّ ','فّ ','سّ ','زّ ','رّ ','دّ ','جّ ','تّ ','بّ ','حّ ','ظّ ','طّ ','ضّ ','صّ ','عّ ','وّ ','يّ  ', 
 
' سھ','ده','كھ','تھ','ة ', 
' إِ ','أَ  ', 
 
'َ أُ ','َ  أُ  \u002E','َ أُ ','َأُ؛!','َأُ  \u060C','َ أُ؟"','َأُ :','َ أُ  ', 
'ُ ؤِ ','ُ ؤِ  \u002E','ُ ؤِ ','ُِؤ؛!','ُؤِ  \u060C','ُ ِؤ؟"','ُؤِ :','ُؤِ  ', 
' اء',' اء \u002E',' اء','اء؛!','اء \u060C',' اء؟"','اء:','اء ', 
' وء',' وء \u002E',' وء','وء؛!','وء \u060C',' وء؟"','وء:','وء ', 
' يء',' يء \u002E',' يء','يء؛!','يء \u060C',' يء؟"','يء:','يء ', 
' ء ء',' وُّ وُّ \u002E',' ء؛!','ءوُّ  ء','وُّ وُّ \u060C',' ء ء:','وُّ ء؟"','وُّ وُّ ', 
 
'ِ ء','أَ ','أ','َ ؤ','ُؤُ ','ؤَ ','ُؤُ ','َئِ ','ئ ', 
 
' و','ي','و','ُي','ِ ى','ا ', 
'َ','ِ','ُ', 
 
','u0628\','ع' ؟\','ح','ظ','ط','ض','ص','ه','ن','م','ل','ك','ق','ف','س','ز','ر','د','ج','ت ','\u060C','\؛', 
'۰', '۱', '۲', '۳', '٦' ,'٥' ,'٤', '۷', '۸', '۹']; 
function tra() { 
  var b;  
  b = document.transcription.text1.value; 
  b = b.replace(/aa/gi, "ā"); 
  b = b.replace(/uu/gi, "ū"); 
  b = b.replace(/ii/gi, "ī"); 
 
  b = b.replace(/\u002Es/gi, "ṣ"); 
  b = b.replace(/\u002Ed/gi, "ḍ"); 
  b = b.replace(/\u002Et/gi, "ṭ"); 
  b = b.replace(/\u002Ez/gi, "ẓ"); 
  b = b.replace(/\u002Eh/gi, "ḥ"); 
 
  b = b.replace(/`/gi, "‘"); 
  b = b.replace(/'/gi, "’"); 
  document.transcription.text1.value = b; 
 
  a = document.transcription.text1.value; 
 
  for (var i = 0; i < twochar.length; i++) { 
    if (a.match(new RegExp(tce[i], "gi"))) 
    { 
      a = a.replace(new RegExp(tce[i], "gi"),twochar[i]); 
    } 
  } 
 
  for (var i = 0; i < eco.length; i++) { 
    if (a.match(new RegExp(eco[i], "gi"))) 
    { 
      a = a.replace(new RegExp(eco[i], "gi"),aco[i]); 
    } 
  } 
 /* for (var i = 0; i < econs.length; i++) { 
    if (a.match(new RegExp(econs[i], "gi"))) 
    { 
      a = a.replace(new RegExp(econs[i], "gi"),acons[i]); 
    } 
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  }*/ 
a = a.replace(/\n/g, "<br>");  
  par.innerHTML =a; 
} 
 
//to carry out when button active 
function y() { 
  var rr=document.transcription.text1; 
  rr.style.cssText = 'height:auto; padding:5px'; 
    rr.style.cssText = 'height:' + rr.scrollHeight + 'px'; 
  if(document.getElementById('eng').classList.contains("active")){ 
    par.style.direction="rtl";//setting arabic text dierction to right to left 
    rr.style.direction = "ltr"; 
    //document.getElementByTagName('label').style.display="none"; 
    tra(); 
  } 
  else{ 
    rr.style.direction = "rtl"; 
    par.style.direction="ltr"; 
    trans(); 
  } 
} 
 
//fl for a, ai for a[j] 
 
//--> </script> 
 
</html> 
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